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Compiles vital information for gardeners in the unique climates of New York and the mid-Atlantic

area, including Virginia, West Virginia, District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and southern New York and Long Island.
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Don't buy another plant without consulting this super-useful new book! This is one of my new

all-time favorite garden books that I'll bet you'll find ends up dog-eared and worn, rather than pretty

but unused on the coffee table. Don't leave home for the garden center without it. (The Patriot

News)Appleton and Trigg have written a book that will answer the "What will I use question?" for

most if not all landscaping situations. This book is an easy read and packed full of information. It is a

great edition for any gardening library. (Danville, Va Register)Dozens of plant lists citing a ppropriate

choices with regard to all sorts of requirements, from the obvious (such as low-maintenance) to the

esoteric (such as groundcovers for cracks and crevices). The books' authors also include ideas and

suggestions on a vast range of topics from regional horticultural experts. Gardeners can never have

too many plants. A list-lover's dream come true. (HortIdeas Magazine)Compliles vital information

and expert advice for gardeners in the unique climates of New York and the mid-Atlantic region.

(Virginia Tech Magazine)

I am an Extension Agent and have used this book for many years, but my hardcopy was beginning

to fall apart a the seams, literally. This is my go-to for recommendations to homeowners when they

need plants for specific areas in their home landscape. The recommendations in this book are



non-bias and research-based...so no one is trying to sale you their product! You can rely on them

for your needs!

Very useful product. It really is a book of LISTS. It would be even better to have some tables built in,

so that the reader can find plants that meet more than one of the categories, e.g. perennials that do

well in clay soil AND shade AND acidic soil. This would make it much easier for the reader - who

otherwise needs to spend more time flipping through the book to find suitable plants.

Bought this book to pick the right plants for the best placement in our NJ coastal garden. All the

information that you'll ever need is definitely here, but you have to keep jumping from list to list on

multiple noncontiguous pages to get all the info you need. Awkward to use.

After moving from a western dry climate, I needed help for selecting recommended plants that work

well in this area. An even bigger help are the lists of plants to avoid and those considered invasive

or aggressive. Out of a dozen new garden books, this is my go-to book while I put together a

landscape plan. Because these are lists compiled by many different plants people, there are some

inconsistencies for zone hardiness for plants appearing on different lists, but the true zone can be

easily researched so not a big deal. Good tips and suggestions but I found that many of the listed

plant sources are no longer in business (likely due to the economy).

I am sure there is a lot of great information in this book. If only I could easily find it. This e-book does

not include a table of contents or index. So, the only way to find what you may be looking for is to

page through the book. Not the most efficient use of time or, unfortunately, my $$.

I love this collection - but gosh, it would be great to have a more thorough index. I feel like I am

always hunting for what I need by page turning (and often finding info I forgot was there).

Perfect book to determine what plants are best for sun, shade, different types of soil eats.

Trying to decide what to plant? Lists for just about every decision I needed to make. You will need to

supplement this book with a garden handbook that shows individual plant needs but it really

expedited my decision making.
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